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ABSTRACT

Movie shot classification is vital but challenging task due to
various movie genres, different movie shooting techniques
and much more shot types than other video domain. Variety
of shot types are used in movies in order to attract audiences
attention and enhance their watching experience. In this pa-
per, we introduce context saliency to measure visual attention
distributed in keyframes for movie shot classification. Dif-
ferent from traditional saliency maps, context saliency map
is generated by removing redundancy from contrast saliency
and incorporating geometry constrains. Context saliency is
later combined with color and texture features to generate fea-
ture vectors. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to clas-
sify keyframes into pre-defined shot classes. Different from
the existing works of either performing in a certain movie
genre or classifying movie shot into limited directing seman-
tic classes, the proposed method has three unique features: 1)
context saliency significantly improves movie shot classifica-
tion; 2) our method works for all movie genres; 3) our method
deals with the most common types of video shots in movies.
The experimental results indicate that the proposed method is
effective and efficient for movie shot classification.

Index Terms— Supervised learning, Support Vector Ma-
chines, Image classification, Feature extraction

1. INTRODUCTION

A video shot, which is created of a series of frames with high
similarity, is normally used as a unit for video analysis, in-
dexing and retrieval. Various video shot types are applied by
video producer to convey video stories and attract audience at-
tention. Therefore, video shot classification become very im-
portant for video content understanding and accessing. Most
of the existing works of shot classification were performed
in sports video domain [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and news video domain
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[6]. Sports play field and motion features were used for sports
video shot classification in [1, 4, 5]. Limited shot types, such
as close-up shot, medium shot, full court shot and out of the
field were usually classified for sports videos [2, 5, 7].

Recently, with the growth in production of movies and the
increasing demand for personalized movie browsing, movie
shot classification starts attracting research efforts [8, 9, 10].
Compared to sports videos and news videos, shot classifica-
tion for movies is a challenging task based on two main rea-
sons: 1) movie has much more shot types than sports video
and news video; 2) sport video has very organized video struc-
ture and shot transition patterns due to the constrains from
game rules. Movie video structure is unorganized. Various
movie genres and different movie shooting techniques make
it difficult to seek direct help from cinema knowledge.

Recent works either focus on a particular movie genre,
e.g., action movie [10], or classify movie shot into directing
semantic classes, such as zoom in, zoom out and panning,
by motion features [8, 9]. In this paper, we propose to com-
bine context saliency and color/texture features for movie shot
classification. Different from the existing work, the proposed
method has three unique features: 1) our method works for
all movie genres; 2) our method deals with the most common
types of video shots in movies [11]; 3) context saliency is
used to significantly improve movie shot classification.

Visual attention has been proved meaningful for im-
age/video analysis [12], especially for video highlight de-
tection [13, 14] and image summarization [15]. In a movie,
by using different shot types, the director intends to bring
audiences various watching experience by attracting their at-
tentions to different locations on the movie screen. Therefore,
we propose to use the location and amount of visual atten-
tions distributed on a movie screen with color and texture
information to infer movie shot type.

The proposed method is briefly introduced in Section 2.
Movie shot classes are introduced in Section 3. Section 4
proposes context saliency map generation for keyframes ex-
tracted from video shot. SVM based shot classification is pre-
sented in Section 5. Experiments are in Section 6. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 7.
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2. OUR PROPOSED FRAMEWROK

The proposed method includes two main parts, i.e., saliency
map generation and shot classification as shown in Fig. 1.
Firstly, a contrast saliency map is calculated for each keyframe.
In order to accurately measure the visual attention, we reduce
redundant salient regions in contrast saliency map by calcu-
lating information density and incorporate geometric infor-
mation to generate context saliency. Later, features related to
saliency distribution are extracted from the generated context
saliency map and then combined with gray histogram, texture
entropy and correlation for SVM to achieve classification.

Fig. 1. The framework of context saliency based movie shot
classification

3. MOVIE SHOT CLASSES

Fig. 2 shows the eight most common types of video shots
in movies. Wide-Shot consists of Extreme Wide Shot, Very
Wide Shot and Wide Shot. Mid-Shot shows a part of the
subject in more detail while still giving an impression of the
whole subject. Close-Up is that a certain feature or a part of
the subject takes up the whole frame. Extreme-Close-Up gets
right in and shows extreme detail. Cut-In shows some (other)
parts of the subject in detail. Cut-Away is a shot of some-
thing other than the subject. Two-Shot is a shot of two people,
framed similarly to a mid shot. Over-the-Shoulder-Shot is
looking from behind a person at the subject. Since Extreme-
Close-Ups are extremely rare in movies, we consider only 7
classes of shots in this paper.

4. CONTEXT SALIENCY MAP GENERATION

Generally speaking, movie shots are designed to make movie
characters easily attracting audience attention. Special cases
are: Wide-Shots shooting scenes, Cut-Ins and some Close-
Ups on an object when a particular part of a character or
an object is important to the movie story. In most cases,
characters or significant objects, which are related to movie
story, belong to foreground in movie frames. On the other
hand, being foreground, such as trees, does not mean to be

Fig. 2. The most common shot types in movies

attracting audience attention or significant to movie story.
In order to generate effective saliency maps for movie shot
classification, we need to consider two issues. 1) The salient
region is more likely to be foreground rather than background.
Unimportant background should have low saliency. 2) The
salient regions should be statistically rare. Regions from
frequently appeared (unimportant) objects and background
should have low saliency. Unimportant objects, such as tree,
grass and mountain, even detected as foreground should have
low saliency. Therefore, redundancy analysis and geometric
constraint are introduced.

Firstly, multi-scale contrast saliency S(x, P ) is calcu-
lated, based on color and shape features, using a linear com-
bination of contrasts in the Gaussian image pyramid [16]. A
face detection module is added to improve the saliency map
with the tree-structured multiview face detector (MVFD)
[17]. S′(x, P ) = S(x, P ) +

∑N
k=1 πkN(pk, vk), where pk is

the center of detected face. vk is corresponding variances.
Secondly, redundancy analysis modifies the contrast

saliency in order to get statistical saliency. 50 wide shot
indoor/outdoor images, labeled with foreground and back-
ground, are selected. Each selected image is divided into
9px × 9px patches. Color histogram and gray level co-
occurrence matrix are extracted from each patch. K-mean
clustering is applied on all the patches in 50 images to get
7 clusters. By checking the patches, we find that 7 clus-
ters represent sky, cloud, water, sand, ground, grass and tree
roughly. These patches are later used as sample patches to
calculate information density as follows. The keyframes are
also divided into 9px× 9px patches. Let:

Sr = −log2
Sr−1

min{Dis(hr, hs)}
× S′

r(x, P ) (1)

, where Sr−1 and Sr denote saliency of two continuous
patches. Dis(hr, hs) is the color histogram distances be-
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tween current patch and sample patches. Sr is then normal-
ized by S′

r = Sr

max(Sr)
. In order to reduce the redundancy

and blob noise, the patches with low information density are
removed from contrast saliency map.

Thirdly, we adopt the geometric context from a sin-
gle image [18] to extract geometric information. It esti-
mates the coarse geometric properties of a scene by learning
appearance-based models of geometric classes with a mul-
tiple hypothesis framework. Superpixel label confidences,
weighted by the homogeneity likelihood, are determined
by averaging the confidence in each geometric label of the
corresponding regions:

G(yi = v | x) =
nh∑
j

P (yj = v | x, hji)P (hji | x) (2)

where G is the label confidence, yi is the superpixel label, v is
a possible label value, x is the image data, nh is the number
of hypotheses and hji defines the region containing the ith

superpixel for the jth hypothesis with the region label yj .
With statistical saliency S(x, y) and geometric constraint

G(x, y), context saliency C(s) could be modeled by Bayesian
framework using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion.
Fig. 2 shows the context saliency maps generated from the
example images in the upper row.

5. SVM CLASSIFICATION

In order to identify movie shot types, features are extracted
from saliency maps for SVM classification.

5.1. Feature Extraction

We extract 80 Dimension features from both context saliency
maps and the original keyframes to describe global and local
characteristics.

Firstly, features representing the distribution of salient re-
gions are extracted from context saliency maps. One saliency
map is divided into 16 grids equally. The saliency value is
calculated for each grid to get 16 dimensions of features.

Secondly, gray histogram is calculated with 32 bins from
the original keyframes.

Finally, each keyframe is divided into 16 grids. Texture
co-occurrence matrix is calculated to get the entropy and the
correlation for each grid.

5.2. Classification

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is applied for classification.
We notice that shot types are very unbalanced in movies.
For example, some shot types, such as Wide-Shot and Cut-
In, rarely appear in movies. Some types appear quite often,
such as Close-Up. To deal with the unbalanced data, we
choose the radial basis function (RBF) as a kernel function,

i.e., K(xi, xj) = exp(−r||xi − xj ||2), r > 0, for SVM
classification. One-against-all multi-class approach is used.

Through a kernel, the training data are implicitly mapped
from a feature space to a kernel space, and an optimal sepa-
rating hyperplane is determined therein. Let R denote the n-
dimensional feature space. The training data are (xi, yi), i =
1, . . . , l where xi ∈ Rn, y ∈ {−1,+1}l. SVM finds an opti-
mal separating hyperplane that classifies the one class against
all by the minimum expected test error. The hyperplane has
the following form: ⟨w, xi⟩ + b = 0, where w and b are the
normal vector and bias, respectively. The training feature vec-
tors xi are mapped into a higher dimensional space using the
function ϕ. The problem of finding the optimal hyperplane is
a quadratic programming problem of the following form [19]:

min
w,ξ

1

2
wTw + C

n∑
i=1

ξi (3)

with the constraints yi(⟨w, xi⟩+b) ≥ 1−ξi, i = 1, 2, . . . , l.
C is the cost controlling the trade-off between function com-
plexity and training error, and ξi is the slack variable.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments were performed on 3206 movie shots col-
lected to cover four movies genres including Action, Hor-
ror, Comedy and Drama. Ground truth of shot classes was
manually labeled. Extreme-Close-Ups were ignored for clas-
sification since they were extremely rare in our dataset. We
applied a 3-fold cross validation. Fig. 3 shows the Precision-
Recall curve for classifying seven shot types. Classification
for Wide-Shot and Cut-In are not satisfactory. The main rea-
son is that the samples of these two classes are less 2% of the
total samples.

Fig. 3. Precision-Recall curve for 7 shot types

In order to justify that context saliency plays an important
role in classification. We classify Close-Up, the most popular
shot type in movies, using three different feature sets, which
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Fig. 4. Precision-Recall curve for Close Up using different
feature set

are the sets of all features, saliency features and color texture
features. From Fig. 4, it is obvious that saliency features im-
prove movie shot classification significantly.

Table 1 shows the F-measure for classification of 7 shot
types. From Table 1, we find that the F-measure of Close-
Up, Cut-Away and Over-the-Shoulder-Shot are higher than
the rest shot types. These three are the top three popular shots
in our dataset while Wide-Shot and Cut-In are very rare (less
than 2%). It should be noted that the ratio of the samples
within dataset heavily affects the degree of classification dif-
ficulty. The smaller the ratio is, the more difficult the clas-
sification is. Another possible issue which affects classifica-
tion is data labeling. While manually labeling the data, we
find it is not easy to distinguish Two-Shot from Mid-Shot for
some cases. In movies, these two shots are actually framed
similarly. If the depth between two persons is big within a
keyframe, the corresponding shot should be labeled as Mid-
Shot. Mis-labeling of Mid-Shot and Two-Shot somehow af-
fects the classification of these two shot types.

Table 1. F-measure for 7 shot types classification
Shot Type CU TS OS CI MS WS CA
F-measure 68.2 43.8 51 25.5 47.5 15.8 60

Note: CU: CloseUp; TS: TwoShot; OS: OverShoulder;
CI: CutIn; MS: MidShot; WS: WideShot; CA: CutAway.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Movie shot classification is a vital and challenging task. In
this paper, we have proposed a context saliency based movie
shot classification method. The context saliency has been pro-
duced by removing redundancies with low information den-
sities from the contrast saliency and incorporating geometry
constrains. Compared to the traditional saliency map, the
context saliency accurately represents the visual attention dis-
tributed in a video frame. Through experiments, the context
saliency has been proved to be significant for shot classifica-

tion although unbalanced movie shots have somehow affected
classification.
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